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Given a Node<string> value xs,

let xs = listify("a", "ab", "abc", "abcd");

let isLong = (s: string): boolean => {
return s.length > 3;

};

let ys = filter(xs, isLong);

and a Predicate<string> function isLong,

you can filter xs by isLong:

Do you need to define a new function every time you filter data?



Using Anonymous Function Literals as 
Function Parameters

You don't have to declare a named Predicate in order to make use of filter.

Anywhere a function parameter is required, you can write a function literal instead:

let ys = filter(xs, (s: string): boolean => {
return s.length > 3;

});

When you do not plan to use a Predicate again, this is really nice.

Other names you'll see for function literals: anonymous functions, lambdas, closures*.
* The term closure implies more functionality than we're revealing here, but for now you can consider them synonyms.



Type Inference with Function Parameters
• The filter function is defined generically as:

let filter = <T> (input: Node<T>, test: Predicate<T>): Node<T> => { /* … */ };

• Suppose we're trying to call filter with a Node<string> input value:

filter(listify("hello", "world"), (item: ______): _______ => { /* … */ });

• Can we infer the exact types which must fill in the blanks?
1. We know type T in the input List must be string because we're giving it a Node<string>

2. That means the test Predicate<T> function must satisfy the Predicate<string> interface

3. Since Predicate<T> is defined as (item: T): boolean, then, it follows, the function literal's 
parameter and return type must be:

(item: string): boolean



Type Inference with Function Parameters

• Higher-order functions specify their function parameters' type
• filter<T> requires a Predicate<T> function… (item: T): boolean

• When a function literal is used as a parameter in a higher-order function, 
its parameter types and return types can be inferred by TypeScript.

let long = filter(input, (s: string): boolean => {
return s.length > 3;

});

Given input is a Node<string> values, then the 
function literal used below…

let long = filter(input, (s) => {
return s.length > 3;

});

… can be rewritten as follows and its 
types will be inferred by TypeScript …



Follow-along: Anonymous Functions

• Let's get some practice making use of function literals in 
• 01-function-literals-app.ts



• IF, and only if, you are writing a function whose body contains only a 
single return statement, like this function literal:

• Then, you can rewrite the function using shorthand syntax. This 
syntactical change:

1. Drops the curly braces

2. Drops the return keyword

3. Drops the semi-colon following the return statement's expression

Shorthand Function Literals

(s) => { return s.length > 3; }

(s) => s.length > 3


